
This mind-blowing venue is the epitome of Celebrity Edge’s outward-facing concept, in fact, Eden has more outward-facing glass 
than any other room at sea, so here you’ll feel more connected to the sea—and the stunning destinations beyond. And, Eden will 
awaken every one of your senses in an atmosphere that transforms from chillful mornings to playful afternoons to sinful evenings.

Eden

Chillful

Eden in the morning is a chillful place. The atmosphere invites you to explore by the 
morning light. Every space is open to discovery. Eden Café offers a wide variety of 
morning beverages and casual breakfast bites. Bright and airy, the three stories of 
windows offer stunning views that connect you to the sea. Cozy Lookout Points are 
luxuriously furnished and offer the perfect place to chill—on every level. 

Three decks of  windows offer  stunning v iews  
that  connect  you to the sea.

Playful

Eden in the afternoon is a playful place where a social vibe kicks in. Join cooking 
classes, learn new tricks for the tastiest cocktails, and brush up on your wine 
knowledge with tasting and pairing seminars. Atmospheric sounds fill the air  
and unexpected musical performances begin to awaken your senses even further.  
Step up to the Eden Bar for an artisanal cocktail made with fresh ingredients  
from the herb wall.

Classes,  unexpected musical  performances, 
and ar t isanal  cocktai ls  k ick up the socia l  v ibe.

Sinful

The evening ushers in the ultimate experience in an indulgently sinful fusion of 
performance art, culinary treats, and nightlife. The energy turns inward as the outdoor 
views fade into darkness. Eden at night is an extravaganza of sensory enchantment 
and social magic. And, Eden Restaurant offers a unique, personal culinary journey  
that will not only thrill your taste buds, but every other sense as well. 

An indulgent ly  s inful  fusion of  performance ar t , 
cul inary t reats ,  and night l i fe . .
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